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INTRODUCTION
Understanding and characterizing soil metagenomic populations can enable regulation of plant performance
through improved bioavailability of nutrients, secretion of bioactive compounds, and hormones that can promote
or repress plant growth.
Depending on external factors such as land management, crop rotation, use of pesticides and fertilizers,
temperature, and pH, all can have an impact on the soil microbiota and the expression and excretion of
extracellular metabolites which can directly impact the plant viability and vigour through a symbiotic relationship.
Studies have shown increased concentrations of heavy metals such as Cadmium (Cd) influence the microbial
population. Cd-contamination has the potential to reduce microbial diversity by altering the community structure
within the soil. Non-contaminated soil has increased microbial diversity, genes and enzymes involved in metabolic
pathways of microbial communities than the Cd-contaminated soil.1 Metabolism of different microorganisms that
change in response to different environmental conditions can be studied by analysis of their metabolic footprint
and metagenomics sequence analysis.
Previously, studies on the development of microbial communities required the isolation of microbes from soil
samples by culture dependent techniques followed by a series of tests for phenotypic evaluation and their
identification. Microbial diversity studies conducted in soil have been biased due to the difficulty in culturing
many of the microbes. It has been reported that only 1% of soil microbes can be cultured in the laboratory
using traditional culture techniques. To overcome these limitations scientists have adopted culture-independent
techniques. These techniques employ molecular biology-based methods, in which the DNA from the soil
microbiome is extracted and subsequently subjected to PCR amplification and sequencing reactions.2
Here PerkinElmer and Illumina® describe a streamlined, automated workflow from DNA extraction to sequenceready libraries for metagenomic shotgun sequencing resulting in high quality data for species identification and
functional profiling.
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WORKFLOW OVERVIEW
Automation of an NGS-based metagenomics workflow offers significant advantages over manual sample preparation. Increased
throughput and scalability, reduction in human touch-points and error, enhanced consistency and reproducibility, and increased
speed all contribute to reliable data production amenable to varying throughputs for metagenomics labs.
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Figure 1. The automated Illumina® Nextera® DNA Flex library preparation workflow for metagenomics. Illumina and PerkinElmer collaborated to create a fully
automated NGS library preparation workflow for high-throughput metagenomics.
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Figure 2. A comprehensive workflow featuring automated DNA extraction for soil metagenomic shotgun sequencing. Illumina and PerkinElmer collaborated to
deliver an automated approach for soil genomic DNA extraction while offering flexibility for library preparation and an in-depth solution for metagenomic analysis.

OPTIMIZED DNA ISOLATION FROM SOIL SAMPLES
Correctly representing the genetic diversity of soil samples is a challenging problem, complicated further by biases in DNA
extraction and the presence of potential inhibitors like humic substances which might interfere with downstream applications
leading to misrepresentation of the microbiota.
In a collaboration with Illumina, we have developed a robust automated system to isolate pure DNA from soil samples to detect a
diverse spectrum of organisms, including bacteria, fungi and viruses.
PerkinElmer® chemagen™ technology addresses the challenges of extracting DNA from soil samples suitable for library preparation
and sequencing reactions with the chemagic™ DNA extraction kit for soil samples. With this kit, cells are lysed efficiently in an
external incubation step. A subsequent precipitation step removes potential inhibitors.
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After centrifugation, DNA is isolated from lysates with the chemagic™ 360 instrument.3 This automated magnetic separation
procedure uses chemagen™ M-PVA magnetic beads to isolate and purify nucleic acids. The beads have a high affinity for nucleic
acids and low inhibitor binding, resulting in ultra-pure DNA or RNA. chemagen™ technology features magnetizable rotating rods,
combining the transfer and suspension of magnetic beads to extract DNA, preventing further fragmentation. Efficient washing
procedures in the automated DNA extraction process eliminate the last traces of inhibitors. This guarantees a high recovery of
pure DNA suitable for downstream applications.
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Figure 3. chemagen™ technology. Uses automated magnetizable rotating rods, combining the transfer and suspension of magnetic beads, to isolate ultrapure, high
molecular weight DNA.

SAMPLE COLLECTION &
DNA ISOLATION
Soil samples from different sources
including a bank mud, and strawberry,
beet, wheat, and hay fields were collected.
The DNA was extracted in four iterations
per sample type with the chemagic™
DNA soil kit H96 (CMG-1054) and the
chemagic™ 360 instrument.

DNA Yield & Purity
Sample type

Mean Purity

Mean 260/230 Ratio

Mean Yield (µg)

Beet Field

1,81

1,30

1,28

Wheat Field

1,82

1,37

1,85

Hay Field

1,76

1,34

2,42

Strawberry Field

1,65

1,20

1,19

Bank Mud

1,82

1,52

1,50

Table 1. DNA yield and purity measured with UV photo spectrometer. Input amount was 250 mg of
soil material

DNA Quality Assesment
LabChip® GX Touch™ nucleic acid analyzer
microfluidics technology delivers rapid
capillary electrophoresis analysis for DNA
sample quality control.4 Eluates were
analyzed on the LabChip® GX Touch™
nucleic acid analyzer using the genomic
DNA chip and reagents. The genomic
quality score (gQS) measures the degree
of degradation of the sample; a score of
5 indicates intact DNA and 0 indicates
degraded DNA. In the gQS, the size
distribution of the sample is also analyzed;
with increasing degradation the peak
shifts to the left and the gQS is reduced.

Figure 4. DNA gQS was determined using the LabChip® GX Touch™ nucleic acid analyzer and the
genomic DNA chip and reagents. Electropherograms show traces of high quality genomic DNA
for beet field (gQS=4,3), wheat field (gQS=4,1), hay field (gQS=4,2), strawberry field (gQS=4,0),
and bank mud (gQS=4,0).
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PERFORMANCE IN QPCR
DNA eluates obtained from bank mud
were tested in a qPCR targeting a
bacterial gene.
Figure 5. Mean ct values of eluates from Bank
Mud in quantitative PCR for a bacterial target.
Eluates were tested undiluted, tenfold diluted
and hundredfold diluted. The ct-differences
for diluted versus undiluted eluates and tenfold
diluted versus hundredfold diluted eluates are
close to the perfect value of 3,3 indicating the
absence of any inhibitors left in the eluates.

LIBRARY PREPARATION
To generate libraries for metagenomic shotgun
sequencing, environmental DNA was used as
input for the Illumina® Nextera™ DNA Flex library
preparation kit.5 This kit offers flexibility in terms of
the DNA input range (1 - 500 ng) and multiplexing
capacity, generating highly uniform libraries for
sequencing (Figure 6). Additionally, due to the
unique tagmentation chemistry from Illumina®
Nextera™ DNA Flex library preparation, saturation
of beads using 100 - 500 ng of DNA eliminates
the need for library quantification prior to pooling,
rendering this kit both time and cost-effective for
high-throughput soil metagenomic studies.

SEQUENCING
Pooled libraries were sequenced on the Illumina®
NextSeq™ 550 instrument with a 2x151 run
configuration. Over 400M high quality reads were
generated from each sequencing run, demonstrating
scalability for various metagenomic studies (Table 2).

Figure 6. Quality control for Illumina® Nextera™ DNA Flex libraries.
Electropherograms show traces for soil libraries post-PCR, averaging approximately
550 bp with adapters.

Pool

%PF

PF (M)

%>=Q30

Error Rate (%)

1

78.555

458.37

80.1

2.275

2

82.595

481.97

82.7

1.715

Table 2. Primary metrics for 2x151 sequencing runs on an Illumina® NextSeq®
550 instrument. Results show primary metrics (% PF, PF (M), %>=Q30, and Error
rate) from two sequencing runs using the high output mode.

To identify microorganisms present in each environmental sample, taxonomic classification was performed using Kraken 2, a
k-mer alignment tool.6,7 Kraken 2 matches k-mer sequences to a user-directed microbial genome database to assign taxonomy to
each read. Using this approach, taxa belonging to various domains were detected, including bacteria, virus, eukaryota and more,
highlighting one of the advantages with performing shotgun sequencing over traditional 16S amplicon sequencing for metagenomics
analysis (Table 3). Furthermore, this summary table illustrates the need for further characterization of culture-free environmental
samples due to the abundance of unclassified reads stemming from limitations in current reference genome databases.

Table 3. Summary of Kraken2 taxonomic classification using Pavian. The abundance of taxa traced to bacterial, viral, fungal, and protozoan lineages are
summarized for 5 soil samples. This table also includes the percentages of reads unclassified due to limitations with current reference genome datasets.
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Metagenomic shotgun sequencing provides a relatively unbiased assessment of microbial composition and supports high resolution
of detection at the species level (Figure 7). Robust detection of genera commonly found in soil were detected, such as Streptomyces
and Bradyrhizobium, which participate in clinically-relevant antibiotic production and nitrogen fixation, respectively.9,10 The ability to
identify specific species within each genus enables increased precision in associating microorganisms with their functional potential.

Figure 7. Visualization of taxonomic classification using Pavian.8 Output from Kraken2-mediated taxonomic classification was used as input for Pavian, showing
presence of highly abundant microbes from the hay field soil.

Soil provides a home to a large variety of microorganisms which contribute to the most diverse habitat on earth.11 The large
biodiversity of soil is important for the synergistic interactions between microbes which carry out many important environmental
and clinically-relevant functions, such as plant growth and antibiotic production. Thus, it is not surprising when compared to stool
microbial communities, the alpha-diversity of soil samples is significantly greater (Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Alpha diversity measurements comparing soil to stool. (A) The richness, a measure of the number of species detected, was calculated for 5 soil samples
(bank mud, beet field, hay field, strawberry field, and wheat wield) and 4 stool samples (Donor 1, Donor 2, Donor 3, Donor 5). (B) The Shannon index, a measure of
richness and evenness, was calculated for the same samples. Both metrics show greater diversity in the soil samples when compared to the stool samples.
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Overall this workflow provides an efficient and unbiased
assessment of the microbial composition present in soil
samples. Using chemagen™ technology for automated
soil extraction in combination with Illumina® Nextera™
DNA Flex library preparation kit for shotgun sequencing,
species-level resolution was achieved. Hierarchical
clustering was able to resolve key differences in microbial
composition between soil and stool samples, enabling
identification of top species that drive the distinct cluster
patterns (Figure 9).

Figure 9. Hierarchical clustering visualized with heatmap. At the
species level, the microbiome in the soil and stool samples cluster
distinctly from each other, demonstrating key differences in microbial
composition between sample types.

SUMMARY
The automation of the Illumina® Nextera™ DNA Flex metagenomic shotgun workflow using the PerkinElmer® chemagen™ technology
for automated soil extraction provides an efficient and unbiased assessment of the microbial composition present in soil samples,
making it an excellent solution for high-throughput metagenomics laboratories.
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